
Wire Sea Turtle
by Russell Solomon

[ DEFINITION- Contour Drawing: Contour drawing is drawing without lifting the pencil from 
the page. One continuous line drawing which is what we will do with the wire. ] 

1. Draw the turtle on your piece of paper approximately the size of your hand using one 
continuous line.

2. Undo some of wire from the role before you begin working with it (approximately 50cm).

3. Start at a point just near the head, the left shoulder or the right shoulder. You can follow 
the line in either a clockwise or anticlockwise direction. Bend the head shape, then the 
shoulder and the first arm flipper.  This flipper is finished and held in place by wrapping the 
wire around the start of the flipper and squeezing to hold in place.  Continue around the 
turtle, tying off each flipper. Don’t forget the tail! 

4. Once you reach your start point, hold the wires together and wrap around the neck.  Bring 
the wire up to the head, holding it flat and tight, and create a small circle and a second 
larger circle around it.  This will be the first eye. Next to it start the same process for the 
second eye. Take the wire around the neck once more and towards the centre of the turtle. 
Holding the wire still and tight, begin with another circle and continue circling until the wire 
reaches the tail.  Tie the wire around the tail just once and take underneath the turtle.  Cut 
the wire here and once again bend the end over.

5. Now you can animate your turtle by squashing it flat on the table, slightly lifting its front 
flippers. Place your thumb underneath the eyes and push up while squeezing on the sides.  
This will give the head a three dimensional aspect.  Squeeze all joints and bends tightly.

“Working with wire, we have to consider safety. The 
most important and first thing to do is to bend the 
end of the wire back on itself. This can be a circle or 
just flat. When bending the wire you will notice some 
resistance, this means the wire will spring back slightly, 
so sometimes it needs to be bent further than the 
position desired.”

Materials: 
- Green garden tie wire
- Pliers, wire cutters or scissors
- Pencil
- Paper

Important Message from the Artist: 

Steps: 


